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AJDE-MFM)IRE 
on the fixing of tbe B::SC  levy rate ani on 
the esta.blishment of the ~  operating budget for 1991 
As usua.l,  the views of Parliament will be sought before tbe Commission 
takes a  deo.isj on on tbe levy rate ani the ~  operating budgErt  for the 
f:JDBm:JaJ  yea.r  1991. 
This aid.e-memoire  forms  tbe basis for tbe OOilSUl ta.tion of Parliament.  It 
is divid.ai into the following chapters: 
I.  General introduction 
II. Draft operating budget 
The aid.e-memoire is also be:1.Dg  sent to the EC)C Consultative C:ommi ttee for 
informa.tion. 
*  *  * 
Like tbe prel.:1.m1na.ry draft general budget of tbe Communi  ties, this dra.ft 
~  operating budget does not take a.ocount  of the consequencE~ of German 
Ullifica.tion which are currentl.  y  being exam:! nerl .  'nle Commiss:i.on will make 
a:ny  appropriate proposals on this subject in due course.  ThE~ impa.ot of 
German unification on the operating budget is not therefore d1.scussai in 
this paper. -4-
I. GENERAL  INTB.)!lJCI'IQN 
This chapter summarizes  the illfonna.tion neOO.e.i  to set the draft EXJSC 
operating budget for 1991 in its economic,  policy ani finalxli.a.l context. 
1.  The economic outlook for 1990 ani 1991 
At  3.  4%  in rea.l terms,  the growth of the COmmunity  economy in 1989 
sJ.a.ckenai a  11  ttle a.fter an exoeptiona.l 1988.  In real terns, private 
consumption increa.sai by 3. a, investment by 6.  If% ani exports by 7.  9W». 
Employment  rose by 1.?%.  After speai1.ng up in the first six months  of 
1989,  infla.tion levellei off in the secozxi baJ..f of the year.  'nle 
unoertainties affecting the interna.tiona.l fina.noiaJ. markets,  reinforoei by 
events in Centra.l Europe,  resul.  tEd in a  steady rise in  averagE~ Connmmi ty 
interest rates, which passei the 1~  nark.  Econom1c  growth j.n the 
unital States was  3%;  in Japan it was  4.8%.  Interna.tiona.l 1;rade ex:paniai 
by 7.  6%  in terns of volume. 
The  outlook for the Community  economy in 1000 alXXl  1991 is st.1ll 
favourable.  Although growth is expecta:l to he lower,  econonrl.c a.ct1  vi  ty 
should still increase by 3 .1% in 1000 ani 3.  ~  in 1991 .  InfJation is even 
expectEd to drop in 1991.  unemployment  should continue to fEill,  hut at a. 
slower rate.  Investment ani exports should reta.in their mamEmtum. 
OVe:ra.ll,  in most Member  States growth should continue to dispJay the same 
favourable features as in past years,  though not to the same  E!Xtent. 
In 1000 the Commun1 ty economy will he operating in a.n  interna.tiona.l 
environment reflecting a.  decline in economic expansion in rea.l terns.  '!be 
rate of increase for world trade will he 6.3% in terms of voltnne.  world 
economic  expansion will he depressei by poor results in the Orrl. tEd States 
I  .  I • 
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ani slower reaJ. growth 1n Japan.  ReaJ.  GOP  growth in non-conmnmity 
economies could rise to 2.  7%  in 1991.  World trade could exp:m slightly, 
achieving a  growth rate of 6 .ar, in 1991. 
'!be Comnnm1 ty'  s  economic  growth is influe:noEn by a  number of factors.  On 
the one  ha.ni,  dema.n:l is being depressed by :measures taken by e;ome  countries 
to reduce ma.croeconomic  itnbaJ.a.noes,  the gradual. ani general. t:l.ghtening of 
monetary oon:litions throughout the iniustria.lize:i world ani tbe high 
excba.nge rates for European currencies.  On  the other bani,  ~mpply ani 
dema.n:l are bolstered. by the progress tOWB.1'ds  the completion of the interna.l 
market,  the transformation of the economies of Central. a.n:i F.a.Ertern  Europe 
ani tbe process of unification of the two Germanies.  This mdfioa.tion is 
having a  particularly strong effect on short-term prospects.  Even w1 tb. 
the cautious assumptions adoptEd by the COnunission,  the econanio growth 
expectEd for 1991  would be over a  quarter of a  percentage po1I1t  lower 
without Gennan unification,  the full effects of which will no1;  be felt 
until 1992. 
Growth now  d.eperxis more  on the expansion of consumption.  Prj.va.te 
oonsumption is ex:peotei to ex:pa.n:l slightly to 3.~ in 1990,  JDGI.inly  as  a. 
resu1  t  of livelier growth in Germany.  It could fa.ll in 1991 as a  result 
of tbe lower rate of increase expectEd for d1sposa.ble household 1.noomes. 
Investment in plant a.IXi  ma.cb1 nary a.n:i in construction is expeotei to 
sJ aoken,  ma.inl  y  because of the policies intrcxluoed by a  IlUllll::lel~  of 
Member  States to prevent  overhea.~ am.,  in particular,  the Erl'fect of more 
restrict!  ve monetary policies.  Investment in plant am.  ma.ch.:Lnery in the 
Comrm.mi ty is ex:peotei to i:norease by er, in 1990 am.  5%  in 1991 . 
Investment in construction should increase by a  real rate of  ~~. ~  each 
year. -6-
After the record increases in 1988 ani 1989,  employment is ex;peoted.  to 
oontinu.e to rise sha.rply by 1.4% in 19a0 ani 0.91 in 1991,  eq\:Liva.lent to 
sane tbree million new  jol:s. 
Inflation in 1990 should be at the 1989 level of 4.  7~.  The cost of 
importEd goods  ani servioe9 is expectEd to rise by an average of 1.  aw,  in 
1990 as aga..inst 6.m, in 1989.  In 1991 inflation could fall j.£ wage  rises 
a.re as moderate as  expectEd,  despite the higher increase in iliiJ?Ort  prices. 
The  increase in wages in the Community should be 6.  7%  in 1990,  before 
faJJing back to last year's rate of m, in 1991.  In view of ire 
prcxiuoti  vi  ty increases expectei, unit wage  costs should incre:ISe by 5.1% in 
1990 ani 3.  g., in 1991. 
The Community's  external pos1  tion should improve slightly;  ttae current 
aooount is expectei to show a.  sma.ll surplus of 0.  ~  of GOP  in 1990 ani 0.  M, 
in 1991.  This improvanent in the Community's external pos1  t.ton is due to 
a  more  favourable d.evelopnent in the W  a:noe  of payments am to an 
improvement in the terms of trade. 
These forecasts a.re subject to more unoerta.inties than usual.  The 
persistenoe of :major internationa.l 1mbaJ.a.noes in payments posj.tions is one 
potentia.l source of trouble, but it  is ma.:Lnly  the economic,  mcmetary am 
soc1aJ. union bf Germany which confronts the forecasters w1 th r.ew  problems 
of which they have no experience.  At the fina.l stage of the projections, 
the details of this historicaJ. transformation were still ~~  negotiate:i 
am therefore had to be replaoe:l by assumptions.  Knowla:tge of the 
iDstitutionaJ. arrangements is of only limited. use for forecastdng the 
behaviour of economic  operators reacting to an entirely new  s:ttua.tion. - 7  -
GROSS  DOMESTIC  PRODUCT,  AT  CONSTANT  PRICES 
(PERCENTAGE  CHANGE  OVER  PREVIOUS  YEAR) 
1989  1990  (*)  1991  (*) 
BELGIUM  4,5  3,0  2,5 
DENMARK  1 •  1  2,0  2'  1 
GERMANY  3,4  3,7  3,7 
GREECE  2,9  1 ,6  1 ,6 
SPAIN  4,9  3,8  3,6 
FRANCE  3,5  3,2  3,2 
IRELAND  5,7  4,6  3,4 
ITALY  3,2  3,1  2,8 
LUXEMBOURG  4,6  3,7  3,2 
NETHERLANDS  4,0  3,5  3,1 
PORTUGAL  5,4  4,0  3,8 
I 
UK  2,3  1 ,6  2,4 
COMMUNITY  3,4  3,0  3'  1 
(*)  COMMISSION  STAFF  FORECASTS  (JUNE  1990) 
SOURCE:  COMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
DIRECTORATE-GENERAL  FOR  ECONOMIC  AND  FINANCIAL  AFFAIRS - 8  -
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2.  Outlook for the qoaJ  :Uxiustcy 
Community  pro::luction fell by 5.6 million tonnes,  to 209  millicm tonnes,  in 
1989. 
On the other ha.ni,  deliveries from  non-member  countries rose .by 
7.  2  million tonnes to 100.3 million tonnes.  Total resources thus 
increasei by 1.  3  million tonnes.  As deliveries w1 thin the Ccmmnmi ty fell 
by 3.  5  million tonnes to 312 million tonnes,  importers'  ani pl~cxiucers' 
stocks 1ncreas€d by 4.  8  million tonnes. 
'nle outlook for 1990 drawn up at the start of the year sugges1ie::l  a 
sul:sta.ntia.l drop in prcxiuction (9 million tonnes) offset by an increase o£ 
10 million tonnes in deliveries from  non-canunun.i  ty countries.  On  the 
consumption side, deliveries to the electricity ii:dustry should increase by 
3 million tonnes while consumption should rema.:l.n  UilC'ha;nga:l in the other 
sectors. 
In 1991  consumption should continue at the same level ani Conmruni ty 
pro::luction should drop to at'OUIXi  195 million tonnes.  This fell.l in 
Community  prcxluotion will be partly offset by increasei use of coal from 
non--cammum ty countries. 
After a  long pericxl of dool 1  ne,  prices have picked up since  1~J88, 
espec1 aJJ y  the price of coking coaJ.,  which 1norease:1. by 1~  be~tween 
October 1987 ani October 1989  when it rea.cbei USD  57 .50/tonne,  the same 
price in current terms as in 1986. 
3. Outlook for the Steel ll'rlustry 
Contintl.a:l economic growth in 1989 had a distinct effect on virtually a..1.l 
sectors of steel consumption.  The whole  of the construction ani public 
works  sector contintl.a:l to expa.tXl in 1989 ani will continue to do so in - 10-
1000,  but at a  slO'tler rate.  Civil engineering had a  very gocd year in 
1989  (+8%),  but the situation shouJ.d be a  little less favourable in 1990. 
The motor iniustry had a  fourth record year in 1989 ani the Ol1tlook for 
1990 is gocxi.  Prcxiuction will prob9.bly fall off in some  Member  States 
such as the Uni  tai Kingdom,  where the restrictive monetary policy might 
have adverse effects.  However,  this w11l probably be offset by 1:nc:rease1. 
dema.n:l  following the opening-up of the markets of Central ani Eastern 
Europe. 
Since Conumm1 ty demaJ:xi  rema.:1.nfrl  very strong in 1989,  crude stEel production· 
throughout the year was  at a  higher level than expectei at tbf!  star~ of tbe 
year:  139.  3  milllon tonnes,  1%  more  than in 1988.  This figtu-e also 
covers some  stockbuilding,  which would suggest that there might be same 
reduction stocks in 1990.  At the same t:llne,  Conumm1 ty producers na.y  fini 
some  export markets outside the Community  less interesting in 1990, 
although this could be offset by increasa:l opportunities in tl:te countries 
of Central ani Eastern Europe. 
In the light of all these factors,  crude steel prcxiuction could fall by 
some  3%  in 1990 to arouni 135 milllon tonnes. 
The most  reasonable soena.rio being that the s1  tua.tion will rerna.in stable, 
crude steel production na.y  be expected to be at the same  level. in 1991. 
, 
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B.  fflT.TCY  CDNTEXT 
The general objectives of the EJSC  a.re determine:1. for all timE~ by 
Articles 1  to 5  of the Trea.  ty of Pa.ris. 
For both coa.l ani steel, the Commission at intervaJ.s makes pi'()J?OSa.ls  for 
I 
new  measures ani :presents general objectives or gu.1.delines becl.t'ing on the 
future d.evelopnent of the Er!SC  iniustries.  Coal. is one of tbe areas 
coverai by general papers  prodUCEd by the Commission  on the subject of 
Conum:m1. ty energy policy. 
These also cover manpower  questions,  iniioating that the socicll. ani 
regiona.l dimension forms an integral part of the Conum:m1. ty poJicies 
coniu.ctai by the Comm.1ssion/High. Authority pursuant to the TrEaty.  'lhis 
structural dimension bas assume:l greater significa.noe in the crorrent 
econaroic situation ani in view of the provisions of the  SinglE~ European Act 
CODCern1.:ng  cohesion,  especiaJ.ly s1noe the restructuring of  tbf~ steel 
iJxlustry ani intrcxiuction of tbe Recha.r programme in the coaJ. sector. 
In two a.nnna.1  reports - the Report on the ResuJ. ts of the  Sl:lrw~ on 
Investment in the Ccmmm1 ty CoaJ.  ani Steel Iniustry ani the EX::SC  F1na:ooiaJ. 
Report - the ECSC  p1bl1 Shes facts a.ni figures on the treni of investments 
a.ni on its f:l naro1 a]  a.ctivi  ties. 
The remarks which follow a.re not intetxiei to take tbe place of the data of 
these reports.  They concentrate rather. on certain key point.EI  or reoent 
d.evelopnents which the Commission wants to llighl1ght in estabJ  1 sh1 ng  1 ts 
draft of the Er!BC
1S  operating budget for 1991.  The iniustriEs themselves, 
the EX:SJ Is structural policy'  the envirornnental aspect ani thf, COmmu:n1 ty  IS 
f1 naroi  aJ  operations a.re cleaJ. t  w1 th in turn. - 12-
l. Goal  poll~ iJlidel  1 pes 
In 1989 the d.omiila.nt  feature of the Community's  ooaJ. policy ~IS the 
I 
toughen1Dg of the measures d.es:l.gnErl  to overcome  abstacles to 1M interna.l. 
energy market.  'n11s  was  tbe criterion for the exam1na.  tion o1:  a.1ds  pa.1d by 
the Member  States to the coa.l iniustry UDier Deo1 s1 on 2004/88/Ea;C.  'nlese 
a.1ds are a.uthorizai only if  they help solve social ani regionell. problems 
ani improve the competi  t1  veness of the coa.l iixlustry. 
'The  Commission decj sj ons authorizing Spain ani the Fe1.eral ReiJUhlic of 
Germany to grant aids in 1989 rEqUire these two  Member  States to reiuoe the 
period over which the a.ids are to be pa.1d  ani obliges them to present a 
plan for the restructuring,  rationaJ.ization ani modernization of the coaJ. 
iixl.ustry aJ.ong  the lines which already exist in the other coaJ.-prcxiucing 
countries.  '!be Commission is aware of the social ani region:U. problems 
caused by 1 ts restructuring programmes ani has introducei the 
:Recbar  programme  to revi.  talize m1.n1ng  areas. 
As regards technical research,  which is of obvious :ilnportance for the 
future,  the Commission will continue ani boost its policy of c:dd  to 
projects in the prcxiuction,  market ani coa.l uti  1 1 za.tion sector (proposai 
appropriation:  EDJ  48 m1111on).  In view of the provisions ()f  the 
Single Act,  greater attention will be paid in this oormection to tbe 
environmental aspect. 
In 1990 the Commission will continue its measures to prepare for tbe 
interna.l. market.  A report on the implementation of Decis1on 2004/86/B:!SC 
will be sent to the Counoil.  There will aJ.so be a  thorough Emamina.tion of 
abstacles to the movement  of coal from  non-<::ommuni ty COlllltriee: releasei for 
free ciroulation. 
2.  Steel. poliQi 2Jlide1 1 Dffi 
The maiium-term economic  outlook. is rather encouraging: - 13 -
susta.1..na:i GDP  grCYvrth  rates ani the prospect of steel production stal"rl 1 i zing 
a.roum  the 1988 level, with the normaJ.  cyclicaJ. fluctua.  tions. 
The steel iniustry has recoverai its momentum  ani overall competitiveness 
ani should thus derive maximum benefit from  the favourable economic 
s1  tuation expectei.  On the basis of this scenario,  the COmmission  adoptai 
on 2 May  1000 the General Objectives Steel 19951  in which it sets out the 
ma.1.n  guid.el1nes for its steel policy in the malium  term. 
The main features of steel policy between now  ani 1995 will be as  follows: 
- continu.ing liberalization;  a  far less interventionist stance on the 
part of the Community  ani a  full power  of 1n1  tia  ti  ve and responsibi  11 ty 
for steelma.kers; 
- greater COimn.i tment by the Commission to secure compliance with the rules 
of free competition both w1 thin the Community  a.ni in interna  tionaJ. 
trade. 
With this is mini,  the COmmission will pursue its efforts to guide ani 
support UIXiertakings'  initiatives in the following fields: 
the Community's steel market will increasingly be the fun:lamentaJ. 
element for most Community steel UIXiertakings.  The Commission will 
therefore continue to devote special. attention to the continuous study 
of market tren:ls in the short ani ma:lium  term; 
- as regards foreign trade, in 1990  the Conunission proposai to the COuncil 
a  progressive liberalization of the externaJ. trade system (already 
sta.rtei in 1989) .  The Commission will continue its efforts to ensure 
that the internationaJ. market is reaJ.ly open.  The  consensus atta.chai 
to the steel arrangement recently oonoludai with the Unitei States 
offers interesting possibilities for achieving this objective.  The 
1  COMC90)  201  final,  7.5.1990. 
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Commission intems to promote this type of approach during the GATT 
talks.  If no  satisfactory progress is made  by the eni of 1990,  1  t  will 
have to adopt a.  more effective approach on the specific isEru.e  of trade 
in steel; 
- as regards iniustrial structures,  the Commission is in favcmr  of 
complementary operations between Community steel firms,  whfn-e  such 
operations pursue the objective of facilitating the rationclllza.tion 
dec1 s1 ons ani improving the iniustrial, commerciaJ.  a.rxi  fin:lo'D01 al 
structures of the firms concerne:i.  It will, however,  ensure that these 
operations do not impe:le effective competition on the ma.rkE~ts; 
- as regards research,  the importance of which for the  futurE~ camlOt  be 
oversta.tai,  the Community  policy which bas been pursued sirlOe 1955 will 
be continuei;  a  larger contribution will be made  to the tEdmologioa.l 
development of the sector on the basis of a  budget increasEd to 
ID1 60 million ani the following considerations: 
the unremitting nee1. for :t\trther re:iuctions in prod.uc1iion costs a.tX:i 
prod.ucti  vi  ty improvements, 
conti.nuei promotion of steel in 1 ts competition w1 th erubsti  tute 
materials, 
the growing pressure of environmenta.l protection rneasrt.res, 
the 1003 single market,  which will re=ruire research a.rd proba.bl  y, 
adjustments' 
w1 th rega.rd to Article 54 Erne loans,  the Commission ls p1a.nn1ng, 
in order to expa.ni its fina.ncial intervention w1 thin 1re 11m1 ts 
allowei by its budget,  to bring back a  B;iStem  of intei'est suh9idies 
w1 th a  view to cba.nnell1ng investments towards prior11iy fields in  ; 
line w1 th Community  objectives a.n:1.  corresponiing cri  tEn:-ia.  At tbe - 15 -
outset it could concentrate on loans for env:lronmentaJ. protection 
measures  (see point 4 below). 
as regards soo1 aJ  Jllffl!.IDTes,  in framing its policy the Commission is 
facei with two  :f'un:iamentaJ.  problems;  more red1.l.'Irla:nc1 E~ to be 
expeotei by 1995,  though at a  lower rate than in the l98CS  B.IX:l 
growing rEqUirements in vooa.tionaJ.  tra.1.ning  B.IX:l  work  c,rga.n:tza.tion 
(see point 3.  2  below) . 
as regards regiona.l measures,  the RESIDER  programme wjll be hoostei 
by programmes eligi.ble for objective 1  (lack.wa.rd regicms) ani 2 
(il:dustrial decline) . 
3.  Structural policy 2)11del 1  nes 
3.  1  Empl~t  trerrls in the coa.J.  ani steel, iniustries 
Recent treni 
Employment  in the steel irx:lustry continuai to decline at a  slcJWer  rate 
which differed from  country to country. 
At the em of 1989 the mnnber of workers in the iixlustry totaJ.led 395  CXXl 
as aga.i:cst  400  CXXl  at the eni of 1988,  a  net drop of 14 CXXl  (--3.5%) for 
1989,  compa.rei with 18 oco  (-4%) 1n 1988.  nus levelling-off is due to a  i 
sul:sta.ntia.l decJ 1  ne in the number  of workers leaving the irx:lUErtry  (55  CXXl) 
coupl.Ed with a  stable recruitment figure  ( 41  CXXl) .  The countries 
recording the largest relative falls in 1989 were Spain (  -6.~;), Fra.noe 
( -7.  5%) ,  lJlxembou:rg  ( -7.  ~) ani Portugal.  ( -20.  2%) • 
With the economic cllma.te being favourable,  fewer workers are leaving the 
in:iustry - sometimes their departure is onl.y delayed - but 1m:pJ.ementat1on 
of p:rev:iously negotiated early retirement plans continues.  'l:ila.t is why 
more tban half the job losses in the steel in:lustry are a.ocouitted for by 
retirement or early retirement. - 16-
The number of coaJ. workers droppai sha.rpl  y  too,  to a.rOUIXi  300  CXXJ  at the 
et:d of the year.  Pit closures ani rational  1  zation lei to 37 OOJ  jab 
losses in 1989,  i.e.  11%  of the total. 
Except in the Uni  tei Kingdom,  a.  large proportion of these job losses were 
aocountei for by retirement or early retirement. 
Recruitment rema.inai extremely low - less than ~  of the total - except in 
the Feieral Republic of Germany where a  large number of the wc,rk.ers 
recrui  tei were trainees. 
Outlook for 1990=92 
Employment in the coal an::l steel iniustries should continue tc, fall between 
1989 an::l  1991,  as restructuring continues an::l rationa.lization speeds up. 
Several companies have taken advantage of the improvement on 1Abe  steel 
markets since 1988 to stagger or postpone pla.nnai reiurrla.ncieEr ani perm1  t 
optimum use of retirement measures. 
However,  restructuring will have to continue in order to adjuErt the volmne 
ani the compos1  tion of proiuction ca.p:tei  ty to the market si  tuc~tion.  From 
pl&ls BmlOUilOEd  by the companies,  the Commission reckons tbat same  50  OOJ 
jol:s will be lost as a  result of restructuring ani modernizatton measures 
between 1989 ani 1992.  A large proportion of these  job lOSSEs will 
involve ECSC  activities in Italy,  Spain,  the Faieral Republic of Germany 
ani France. 
I 
Compa.nies'  plans to raiuoe their activities ani efforts to ra1;iona.1 1  ze an::l - 17-
modernize will continue or even increase in anticipation of the constraints 
linkai with the post-1992 single European market.  From  plans a.nnouncei by 
the compan1.es,  the Commission  reckons that some  100  OCXl  jobs will be lost 
as a  result of restructuring ani rationaJ.ization measures between 1989 ani 
1992.  A large proportion of these job losses will involve ECSC  a.ctivities 
in the Unital K:i.ngdom  ani the Fe:ieral Republic of Germmy. 
3.  2  EPSC  rErleplQilOOllt  aid 
The Commission intems to continue provid.ing assistance for the 
raieployment of coal ani steel workers by means  of: 
- tradi  tionaJ. a.1.d,  which now  includes aid for the rationalization of the 
coal iniustry; 
- the fina.l stage of the supplementary programme  of social support 
measures for the restructuring of the steel in:iustry from  1988 to 1991; 
- continuation of the supplementary programme  for coal (unier the 
REr!HAR  programme) . 
Trag  1 tionaJ. aids 
This a.1.d  helps to ensure an appropriate level of sociaJ. protection ani an 
income guarantee for coaJ. ani steel workers,  with the emphasis on tra:nsfers  j 
ani retirement,  thus mak1.ng it easier for managetne:Q.t  ani labour to reach a 
consensus on restructuring. 
The proceiure for granting traditionaJ. aid has been harmoniza:l by the new 
common  intervention system which defines five sta.n:ia.rd situations;  early 
retirement,  unemployment,  internaJ. tra:nsfer,  externaJ. reieployment ani 
traUU.ng.  Ceilings (as a  percentage of wages  ani as an amount)  ani a 
maximum duration of assistance common  to aJ.l Member  States are appliai to 
each of these sta.n:ia.rd situations.  1  A ceiJ..ing of IDJ 3  CXXJ  has been set 
for the average assistance per worker. 
1  There  Is  provision  for  higher  rate of  contribution  in  terms  of  previous 
wage  levels  for  regions with  a  low  economic  capacity. 
. I 
I 
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'nle treni in these aids, in relation to previous years, is ma.t"kei by: 
- the growing proportion aocounte:i for by the coaJ. iniustry clS 
restructuring ani rationa.lization measures  speed. up ani thl~ number of 
steelworkers involVEd te00s to drop; 
the emphasis on vocational tra.i.ning policies for the rErleployment  of 
workers both inside a.n:l  outside the ~; this treni is note:i in the 
General Objectives Steel 1995.1 
Since it is expectai that 23  CXXl  steelworkers ani 30  CXXl  ooa.llniners will 
reoei  ve this aid,  a.n  appropriation of Ex:::t1  130 million is considerei 
necessary for 1991. 
MditionaJ, pr~  of soc1aJ  ~t  JDA3BUT<?S 
For the steel irrlustry,  the Commission has introduced an addi  ticma.l. 
programme  (1988-91) providing aid of Ex:::t1  150 million for scnne 
50  CXXl  workers.  This programme is intenie:i to boost tradi  ticma.l. Community 
support for two types of measures:  a.1d.  for early retirement  ~ani a.1d for 
re-employment.  An appropriation of mr 20 milli~ is proposEn  for 1991. 
For the ooaJ.  iniustry,  the Commission bas d.eo.i.dEd  to introdUCE~ a  specific 
a.1d.  programme in cormection with the R1DIAR  programme  (see I  l3  3.  3  below). 
An appropriation of EL"U  40 million is proposed for 1991. 
3.  3.1  Conyersion loa.ns  CA;rticle 56  of the EPSC  Trea,ty) 
Un:ier Article 56  of the ECSC  Treaty,  the Commission coniucts c"  policy of 
job creation ani of economic  revita.liza.tion for those areas affectei by 
outs in a.cti  vi  ty a.tXi  employment  in the coaJ. a.rd steel iniustries. 
COM(90)  201  final,  7.5.1990,  p.19. 
'. 
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This policy takes the form  of ~  conversion loans to create v:taDle 
eoonomio aotivi  ties in the areas conoernai.  If the jol:s cra:.,tai are 
llkely to lead to the re-employment of fo:rmer  workers from  th£~ coaJ. ani 
steel iniustries,  these loans may  be aocompan1e:l by interest subsidies 
fiDa.noei by tbe EXJSC  budget.  A:n  appropriation of E01  75 million is 
propose:l for this purpose in 1991. 
In addition to these aotivi  ties unier the OOSC,  1 t  is IlDW plaJll'lai to grant 
EXJSC  conversion loa.ns unier the Community support frameworks  '1hich serve as 
a.  programming  instrument for the structural F\ux1s.  These EX::SC  loans may 
be a.ocompa.niei by an interest sul:sidy from  the general budget (Regiona.l 
Ft.mi resources) in the case  of operations such as the reha.hj J j ta.tion of 
in:iustrial wastelan:i,  the insta..llation of major infrastructures,  the 
transfer of EXJSC  technology ani EqUity participation in innovatory firms. 
This oosc  conversion policy backEd by OOSC  ani Regional Funi interest 
I 
subsidies covers all the regions a.ffeotai by the restructuring ani 
raticmaJ j zation of the coaJ. ani steel iniustry.  The con:ii  tions unier 
which the loallS are grantai deperxi on  job losses ani the area.' s  depeixienoe 
on the coaJ. ani steel iniustries.  The size of the interest Erul:sidy 
d.epeiX::Is  on the number of posts to be create:l ani 11ke1  y  to be oocupiei by 
former workers from  the coaJ. ani steel iniustries. 
The a.ide-memoire  on the OOSC  operating budget for 1990 gave a  number of 
deta.Us on the Community's RESIDER  prograzmne1  which,  by grant.tng a.1d  of 
mr 3  200 for each jab lost, was  estinla.tei to cost the generaJ. budget 
EOJ  300 million during the period it coverei (1988-92). 
In December 1989  the Conunission laid down detailed rules for the 
implementation of another framework  programme  (ROOHAR)  for oocw...m:tn:Lng  areas 
in the process of conversion ani rational j zation (see also point 3.  2 
a.bove) • 2  Unier this new  measure,  loans carrying Ea3C  intereEJt subsidies 
1  OJ  L  33,  5.2.1988. 
2  OJ  L  20,  27.1.1990. -20-
could total an estima.tei EOJ  800 million between 1000 ani  1~i;  the 
interest sub31d.ies fina.ncei by the :OCSC  operating budget should amount  to 
arouni EOJ  120 million. 
3.  4  The Community  framework 
The  BJSC' s  structuraJ. measures unier the Trea.  ty of Paris desc:I'ibe::l above 
a.m.  funiai by the levies unier the operating budget provide tbe coaJ. ani 
steel in:iustries w1 th specific aids (raleployment,  addi  tionaJ. sociaJ. 
measures,  conversion) which are not ava  11 ahle to other seotore: unier the 
struoturaJ. F'w:xis. 
The current rules for coordinating these aids - the result of the reform of 
the structuraJ. F'uirls which took effect from  1  January 1989 - \"ere expJ.a1.nai 
in detail in the a.ide-memoire  on the ECSC  operating budget foi' 1990.1 
To  sum  up,  where  the OCSC 's objectives ani those of the struct;ura.l Fums 
overlap,  particularly in the case of a.1.d  for areas suffering from 
in:iustria.l. decline,  the Commission,  in applying the reform,  nn;ISt  ensure 
that the ECSC's  fina.nciaJ. resources a.re  incorporatei to nax:i:rm:an  effect. 
However,  this pl.a.tming of structuraJ. operations does not preve!Ilt  the m::;sc 
from  tald.ng action at sectoraJ. level outside these progrcmunes  or in areas 
of employment which do not quaJ.1fy for a.1.d  from  the F'w:xis  prm'id.a:l that its 
measures are consistent w1 th the priori  ties adopte:i unier tbe::e F'w:xis. 
4.  The environmental  aspect 
A1 though the Treaty of Paris does not contain a:ny  provisions I'elating 
spec:l.ficaJ.ly to environmental policy,  the requirements for thf! granting of 
aid from the ECSC  budget have long reoognizai the importance of coml:Bting 
pollution in the iron ani steel sector.  In 1000,  some  E01  10 million of 
a.1.d  for research (Chapter 3  of the budget) ani priority investiiOOilts 
(interest sub31dies,  Article 4.  1) a.re  for clea.ning up the env:i.rcmment. - 21  -
The Commission,  aware of the fresh impetus given by the  Single~ European Act 
in this area.,  aJ.ready statEd in General Objectives Steel 19951  tba.t it 
might grant interest subsidies from  the EXJSC  budget for loans for 
environmental protection measures.  A move  of this type deper.ds of course 
on whether sufficient fuirl9 are a.vaila.ble in the budget ani tbe technica.l 
content :must  be determinei in col.J.alx)ra.tion with experts from the sectors 
involvei.  In 1991  the Commission is p1amrl.ng to grant same  EX::O  30 million 
from the operating budget for projects with a.  specilic impact on the 
enviromnent - :OCO  23 million as resea.rcb. a.id ani EX::O  7  milliorl in the form 
of interest sul:sidies. 
For the future,  the most important aspect of this increasa:l er:rviromnenta.l 
a.cti  vi  ty is a.n  opera.tiona.l study to draw up a.  draft coordinated programme 
for the implementation of a.  directive adoptEd in 1984. 
Council Directive 84/380/EEX:! on  the comba,ting  of air pollutior.L from 
iniustrial plants applies to the following insta.lla.tions in the ooaJ.  ani 
steel sector: 
caking plants 
roasting ani sinter plants 
integrata:i prcduction plants for pig iron ani crude steel 
ferrous meta.l founJries. 
The operating authorization 1.ssu.ai by the competent a.uthori  ties :must  also 
contain the obligation to modify these plants by applying the principle of 
"best ava11 ahle technology" ,  without,  however,  enta.il.i.:ng  exoeE:si  ve costs 
for the control of air pollution. 
In order to apply this approach,  the Commission is currently e~  the 
principle of "best ava1 Jahle technology"  (in colla.boration with the sectors 
i.nvolvei) in order to assess the state of progress in each bra.nch.  It will, 
1 OOM(90)  201,  p.  15. -22-
however,  bear in mini that any adjustments must  take a.ccount of the 
specific s1  tua  tion of ea.cb. iniustrial instaJ.l.a  tion. 
In view of the obligations which will arise for the compa;nies,  the ·fun:is 
ava1 1  ahJ e  in the EX3J bldget should be usai to make 1  t  easier for tbem to 
install tbe technology which will lead to tbe clesirai degree C1f 
environmental. protection.  On the l:esis of current work  be.1ng  COIXluctei 
UIXier  resea.roh programmes  financai by the EX3J bldget ani s-tmies into the 
mea:n1 ng  of "best ava1 1  ahle technology" ,  the Commission will, 1..1Dier  the EXJSC 
resea.rcb. proceiures, draw up a  draft coordina.tai programme  fOI'  the 
mcxiification of coaJ. ani steel plants in 1991 with the colJ.alx,ration of 
experts from  the sectors involVEd. 
This draft coordina:tai programme will cover the following aspects: 
- tecbnica.l a.n:l economic  assessment of each operationaJ. unit; 
- assessment of the con:litions for the modification of these units; 
- sobe:iule ani plan of finance for the coordina.tai programme. 
The Commission will take a.ccount of its finiings when examiniig the options 
for future measures in tbis sector. 
5.  F1mnq1 aJ  activities 
For EIJSC  iniustrial loans the Commission bas a.  financ1 al  capacd. ty which it 
devotes to the various re:;ruirements of the coaJ. ani steel ini1:etries in 
line w1 th the sectoral. strategies la.1.d.  down at Ccmummi ty level. 
EX3J pj  na:nc1 a.J  Report No  35,  outli:n.1ng the Community's borrowi.Jlg am 
leniing operations ani f1na.ncial aid in 1989,  will be pnbJ 1 shed shortly. 
i 
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Borrowings contracte:l in 1989 tota.llai ED1  913.3 million,  CClm!a.rai  with 
EaJ 880 million in 1988 ani IDJ 1  487 million in 1987. 
In:iustriaJ. loans amountei to EOJ  225.7 million in 1989 compa.red with 
EaJ 435.2 million in 1988 ani EXlJ  639.7 million in 1987,  OOIJ.Ve:rsion  loans 
to IDJ 458.4 million,  compa.ra:i with EOJ  451.7 million ani 
EaJ 304.3 million,  ani workers'  housing loans to IDJ 16 million,  COiltpa.1.'ai 
w1 th IDJ 20.9 million ani EOJ  25.  3  million (see the tables below) . 
Borrowing ani leOOing operations since the start of Erne finar.ICiaJ. 
a.otivities thus total EXlJ  17 163.7 million ani EXlJ  15 863.4 mi.llion 
respectively (includ.ing EnT  366.7 million in loans from own  ft.m:ls) .  The 
outstan:iing haJ..a.nce of loans ra..1.sa:i at 31 December 1989 was 
EX:l1  6  663.7 million. 
It will be seen that the :E'CSC's  leOOing operations contractei in 1989.  For 
va.rious reasons, it was  not possible to contribute to the co-:f'ina.nc1ng  of a 
mnnber of major 1niustr1a.l projects or steel consumption projElCts.  In the 
steel iniustry in pa.rticula.r,  large compa.n1.es  terrla:l to concerLtra  te on debt 
rEduction;  this is 11:nke:i with their capa.ci  ty to finance most of their 
investment. 
Future fina.nc1a.l activities will be :influencEd by the now  Sllb:rta.nt1a.l 
volume of conversion loans d.emaniErl ani the poss1 b111 ty of interest 
snb31 d j es for loans for priority investment in such areas as tibe 
environment (see point 4  above). 
Operations umer programmes  such as RESIDER ani RECHAR  will also dema.n:i 
greater assistance from the EIJSC. 
In 1~  loa.ns ra..1.sa:i at 30 cJ\me  amountai to EXlJ  510.6 m1111on;  loallS paid 
out tota.lla:i EXlJ  442.8 million.  The estimates for 1990 amount;  to 
EXlJ  1  300 million in borrowings ani loans.  The esti.ma  tes for 1991 amount 
to EXl1  1  450 million. -24-
Investment expen:li  ture in the coaJ.  in:iustry (EOR  12) increasai from 
IDJ 1  400 million in 1987 to IDJ 1  425 million in 1988.  In 1~188 investment 
expanli  ture in the Twelve's steel 1n:iustry tota.llai over ED1  3  COJ  million, 
1M down on the IDJ 3  500 million 1nvestei in 1987;  the size c•f  this drop 
was  mcxiera.tai by the sharp iDcrease in expen:li  ture by Spa.n1sh  oompa.n:Les  on 
restructurillg programmes adoptai in antiaipa.tion of a.ocession. 
Aooord.1Dg  to information suppllai by the compa.n1es,  investment expen:li  ture 
for 1989 was  estima.tai a.t ECO  1  450 million for the coaJ.  iniustry a.n1 
mr 3  600 million for the steel iniustry;  tbe 1990 estimates a.re 
EXlJ  1  140 million ani ECO  1  900 million. - 25  -
ECSC- BORROWING  ANQ  LENDING  OPERATIONS 
AMOUNTS  RECEIVABLE 
ECU  million 
HEADING  Out turn  Forecast  Forecast 
1989  1990  1991 
Loans  raised  913  1. 300  1 .450 
Repayment  of  loans 
granted  812.1  900  910 
Interest  payments  to  the 
ECSC  676.9  600  600 
Repayment  of  costs 
Involved  In  borrowing  and 
lending operations  7.9  10  10 
AMOUNTS  PAYABLE 
ECU  m  I Ilion 
HEADING  Out turn  Forecast  Forecast 
1989  1990  1991 
Loans  granted  700,1  1. 300  1 .450 
Repayment  of  loans 
raised  994  875  910 
Interest  payments 
660,7  600  600 
Payment  of  costs 
/ 
Involved  In  borrowing 
and  lending operations  11,7  15  15 - 26  -- 27 -
C.  FINANCIAL  OONTEXT 
1.  Price J.eyeJ.s 
The estima:tei increase in price levels between 1000 a.r.d  1991 t;o  be taken 
into account in evaluating the draft 1991 budget is 4.  3%. 
2. ~t  of reserves ani proyisions 
After a  decade during which sociaJ. ani regional aid nea:ls,  llikai mainly to 
the reform of the steel :i.Irlustry,  domina.tai expen:l1  ture requ.ii'ements 
(placing limits, in consequence,  on expen:1.1. ture for research) ani over 
IDJ 300 m1llion of extraord.ina.ry reverru.e was  providai by Membe~r States ani 
the E:BJ,  to pay for support Ine9SUI'es  for restructuring,  the Ccammm:i.ty  now 
nea:ls to be self-sufficient.  IIXiee1.  the final Ear 150 m1lliox:L  programme  of 
supplementary steel social aid (1988-91) bas been aooeptErl by the 
Commission as a  cha.rge to EXJSC  resources. 
In the next decade,  in add1  tion to nornal programmes,  there is a  clear 
prospect of aid being neeiei in support of oontinuei restructu.ring, 
pa.rticula.rly in the coaJ. sector for which the REX::HAR  programme:  (1990-93) 
was  1a11nchai last December.  Other oom1:ng  J 1 ah1 1 1 ties referrej. to earlier 
in this document  oonoern expen:1.1. ture in support of re:iucing pollution ani 
specific nea:ls to be identifiei in East Germany. 
With th1s in mini,  the COmmission has taken the following decrl.sions,  in 
pursuance of its policy of keeping the reserves at  .. m:l.n1mum  lev'9ls Birl:,  in 
accordance w1 th reoammerrla  tions from the Court of Auditors am. 
Parliament,  1  of actively scree.n.:i.ng  the level of budget allocations for 
:f'u.ture aid UIXier the arrangements for a.cceleratei cancellatiox:L of 
oonuni tments unl..iJtel  y  to be implementei a.nnounce:l last yea:r: 2 
- As a  result of acceleratEd oa.noellations a  net surplus of 
1  See Parliament's Resolution of 3 April 1990 on the 1988 diE:cha.rge, 
points 4-7 (OJ c 113,  7. 5 .1990). 
2  See SEXJ(89)  1269,  pages 33-34. -- 28 -
EXJJ  44 million was  a.chievai .1n  the 1989 budget.  'lhis has been cra:li  tei 
to 1990  (see Annexes  A ani B) . 
- Ma.inly as a  consequence of the wri  t1ng down,  in agreement  ~'ri  tb. the Court 
of Auditors,  of the errl-1989 reserve for vaJ.ue adjustments in respect of 
debtors,  a.n  IDT 67 million increase was  registere:i in 1990 revenue 
receivai unier the head.1.ng  of  'Net prior year surplus'  (seE: Annex B). 
- As part of the same  operation :EOJ  36. 5 mUllan was  also adde:i to the 
reserve for budgetary contingencies include:i in the errl-19CI9 b3J.ance 
sheet.  The reserve now  provides IDJ 20 mUllan for short-term 
contlllgencies ani Ex:::tJ  50 million for longer-term nee1s. 
These contributions from  reserves ani from  aooelera  te:i ca.noellations have 
not only covere:i the EUJ  50 million extra receipts neeiei to finance 
supplementary social measures  .1n  1990,  but have a.lso contribut:ei to a 
forecast surplus of IDJ 53 million .in the 1990 budget.  Bea.rirg in mini the 
exceptional character of this surplus,  the Conunission has refi-a.inai from 
entering it in the current year's budget in which the pl.axmai level of 
commitment  (IDJ 435 million) is in~  event IDJ 31 mUllan higher than the 
1989 figure.  Instead,  the ex:peotai surplus will be taken as revenue in 
1991,  when there is greater neal of it. 
As  fa:t.'  as the 1991 budget is COllOOI"Ilei,  this prudent approach will,  when 
other factors are taken into account  (see Annex:  F) ,  allow the EC3C,  at a 
constant levy rate,  to finance oommi  tments of EOJ 407 m1111on,  oompa.rei 
with IDJ 404 million in 1989 ani IDJ 435 mUllan in 1~.  Of the 
EL'O  407 m1111on,  EOJ  347 m1111on  aocrues from regular revenues, 
EOJ  53  mUllan from  the surplus to be oa.rrie:i forward from  1~0 ani 
roJ 7 mUllan from  a  proposei drawing on the short-term contirgency 
reserve.  In this way it will be possible,  from  internal resources,  to 
cover the continu.1.ng burden of supplementary social aid (put a.t 
EOJ 60 million,  including IDJ 20 mUllan for steel ani EOJ 40 mUllan for 
the REr!HAR  programme) ,  in spite of the lower level of a.nnua.1  I'evenue 
forecast for 1991,  without any increase in the levy rate. - 29  -
The  lower  level  of  ordinary  revenue  In  1991,  reflecting  the  fact  that 
the  campaign  described  above  to  release extra  resources  Is  expected  by 
then  to  have  run  Its course,  wl  I I  also apply  In  later  years.  It  Is  to 
alleviate  this  decline  In  the  face  of  prospective  needs  which  are 
difficult  to  deny  that  the  Commission  has  set  aside  a  longer-term 
contingency  provision of  ECU  SO  million. 
To  sum  up,  the  extra  resources  which  have  been  made  aval table  for  the 
budget  In  1989  and  1990  through  stringent  management  of  the  reserves 
and  provision  have  made  It  possible  to  finance  commitments  for 
supplementary  social  aid  In  these  years  from  Internal  resources.  The 
carrying  forward  of  some  ECU  50  millioninextra  resources  to  1991  will,' 
moreover,  enable  the  Community  to  continue  these  measures  next  year 
without  Increasing  the  levy  rate. 
The  amounts  of  this  supplementary  social  aid,  shown  In  Annexes  A,  B 
and  F,  are  (ECU  million): 
1989 
1990 
1991 
75 
50 
20 
9.2 
40 
40 
In  addition,  for  the  future  needs  of  this or  other  special  programmes, 
ECU  50  mill ion  from  the  non-recurrIng  supp I  ement  to  ordInary  resources 
descrIbed  above  has  been  set  as I  de  as  a  I  onger- term  cent I  ngency 
reserve. 
3.  Other  budgetary  matters  raised  In  pari lament's  resolution  on  the 
1988  discharge 
As  well  as  the  remarks  on  cancellation  of  commitments  referred  to 
above,  PCJ.r I I  ament 's  Reso I  utI on  of  3 April  1990  raises  some  further matters 
which  cal I  for  a  response  from  the Commission: 
Conversion  aid  The  Commission  confirms  that  action  Is  taken  on 
the  basis of  the  progress  reports on  each  project,  to ensure  that 
the  aid  granted  Is  I lmlted  according  to  the  number  of  jobs 
created. - 30  -
Social  measures  Exhaustive  detal Is  of  these  measures  are  given 
In  the  present  alde-memolre. 
Expiry  of  the  Treaty  Following  study  of  the  legal  aspects,  the 
Commission  has  now  established  that  ECSC  borrowing  and  lending 
activities  can  legitimately  extend  Into  the  period  after  the 
expiry of  the  Treaty  In  2002.  Work  Is  continuing  currently on  the 
Commission's  broader  study of  the  succession  to  the  ECSC  Treaty. - 31 -
II.  DRAFr  Erne OPERATIOO  BUOOEI'  mR 1001 
A.  REfml.1CES 
Assuming that the current levy rate of 0.31% is ma.inta..ine1. in 1991,  total 
resources will amount  to mJ 4CJ7  m1lllon ani a.re set out in detail in 
Annex E. 
This est:tmate is apprecial:lly lower than the mJ 435 m1lllon i.z:t  commitments 
which a.re expectai to be financEd in 1990  ( -11% in real terms) . 
B.  FlNANCJliZ  POOPOSALS 
Although resources will be lower if  the levy rate is kept the same,  the 
Commission considers that, in view of r~ements, the budget may  be drawn 
up on the basis of the existing rate.  Ra;[Uirements for sociaJ. a.:1.ds 
(re:leployment a.id) a.re expectai to drop sharply.  Despite the raiuction in 
resources,  other chapters of the budget  (research, interest SL~l:sidies), 
which for ma.ny  yea.rs did not receive as much priority as  socia~ 
expeOOi  ture,  may  then be increasai significantly. 
The Commission's proposa.ls for the 1991 Erne operating budget are ta:bulatai 
in Annex F ani are hase1. on the following factors: 
- total resources of EOJ  407 m1lllon; 
- of the total, IDJ 190 m1lllon will be to fina.noe social measures: 
EXlJ  130 m1lllon for reieployment a.id  (EXlJ  54 m1lllon less than the 
estimate for the 1991 budget),  IDJ 20 m1lllon for steel am. 
:roo  40 m1lllon for coaJ.  (R.Er!HAR); 
- EXlJ  5 m1lllon for administrative expealiture; 
- EXlJ  125 m1lllon for research expen:li.  ture (IDJ 37 m1lllon higher than - 32 -
the estimate for the 1990 budget) .  Of this total E01  23  million will be 
ea.rma.rk.ai for projects with an impa.ct  on the environment; 
EOJ  87 m1111on  for interest suh9idies (IDJ 14 million h.:lghe!r  tba.n the 
estimate in the 1990 budget).  Of this totaJ.,  mJ 7  m1111on will be 
ea.rma.rked for projects with an impa.ct  on the environment. 
As regards the research allooa.tion,  to which it attaches fuirlamenta.l 
importance in view of the key role for the future,  the Commission proposes 
that EOJ  60 million be devota:l to steel,  EOJ  48 million to coa~ ani 
EOJ  17 million to socia.l resea.rch. 
As regards interest sul:sidies,  the Commission proposes that EX::O  76 million 
should go  to conversion as direct a.1d  for the creation of new  jal:s ani 
IDJ 12 million to investments. 
In conclusion,  the Commission proposes that the 1991  Ea>C  ope.I'ating budget 
be adoptei at a  total amount  of EOJ  4CJ7  million ani that the levy rate be 
set accordingly at 0.31%. 
c.  DBAFr  l3UIXlET 
The draft budget estahlished by the Cormnision  a.ni amounting to 
IDJ 4CJ7  million is presenta:l in Annex  F. E
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 - 36  -- 37- MNEX  C 
Information relating to levies 
The  Latest avaiLable  information on  prcrl.Jction ard the  Levy  yield for the current 
financial year is given below: 
LEVY  YIErD FOR  THE  FIRST  (\PARrER  OF  1990 
Products 
Brown-coal  briquettes and 
semi-coke 
AI  I  types of  hard  coal 
COAL  - TOTAL 
Pig-Iron other  than  that 
required  for  the manufacture 
of  Ingots 
Stee I  Ingots 
Finished  products 
STEEL  - TOTAL 
GRANo  TOTAL 
3  •  (1)  X  (2) 
Production 
serving as  a 
basis  for  the 
calculation of 
the  levy 
(million 
tonnes) 
( 1 ) 
0,5 
40,2 
0,6 
35,8 
29,8 
Yield  per 
tonne  at 
0.31% 
levy  rate 
(2) 
0,18147 
0,24713 
0,38488 
0,70995 
0,32882 
Levy  yield 
(ECU  million) 
( 3) 
0,09 
10,02 
0,23 
25,42 - 38  -- 39-
ANNEX  D 
ECSC  BALANCE  SHEET  AT  31  DECEMBER  1989 
(before allocation of  profit) 
ASSETS  Ll AB I  L1 T  I  ES 
l. Balances  with  central  1.  LIABILITIES  TOWARDS  THIRD 
banks  85.900  PARTIES 
11.  Amounts  owed  to  credit 
Institutions:  with  agreed 
2.  Balances  with  credit  maturity  dates  or  periods  of 
Institutions  notice  64.750.534 
12.  Long-term  &  medium-term  debts  6.663.655.098 
13.  Other  I lab! I ltles  5.747.119 
- repayable  on  demand  25.083.527  14.  Accruals  &  deferred  Income  355.002.342 
-with agreed  maturity  dates  880.755.585  15.  Provisions  for  losses  and 
or  period  of  notice  expenses  4.741.757 
16.  Commitments  for  ECSC 
3.  Debt  securities held  In  operating  budget  1.120.320.224 
portfo llo  1.099.119.086 
17.  Total  I labl I ltles towards 
third parties  8.214.217.074 
4.  Loans  outstanding  6.919.110.226 
2.  NET  ASSETS 
5.  Recoverable  Issuing  costs  21.  Provisions 
and  redemption  premiums  32.058.930  - Provision  for  the 
financing  of'the  ECSC 
operating  budget  325.187.850 
6.  Tangibles  and  Intangibles  - Provision  for  changes  In 
6.452.622  ecu  rate  12.799.169 
22.  Reserves 
7.  Other  assets  78.809.019  - guarantee  fund  482.885.000 
- special  reserve  188.980.000 
- former  pension  fund  53.698.379 
8.  Accruals  and  deferred  Income  237.966.940 
Total  reserves  725.563.379 
23.  Profit brought  forward  893.213 
24.  Profit  for  the  financial  year  781.150 
25.  Net  total  1.065.224.761 
9.  GRAND  TOTAL  9.279.441.835  3.  GRAND  TOTAL  9.279.441.835 
=-•••====::~===•  ======·=·===· - 40  -- 41-
ANALYSIS  OF ~  REPORTED  AND  RES:X1ECES  AYAIIAW.F:  FOR  THE 
FINANCIAL  YFAR  1001 
In response to the wishes expressed by Parliament in its resolution of 
14 December  1982,1 the presentation of rEqUirments. reported a.t:d 
foreseea.ble resources is modelled on the systematic a.naJ.ysis of the data 
for the various budget h.eadings in the general budget.  As with the general 
budget this presentation lists the main features of each heading 
(references ani description of the operation,  type of ex:perniture ani 
explaJ:la. tion) . 
The a.naJ. ysis of rEqUirements arx:1  resources for 1001 ,  as was  the case last 
year arx:1  as in the general budget,  contains a  foreseeable scb£dule of 
payments against b.ldget appropriations for 1991,  1990,  1989 a.t:d  previous 
years. 
1 OJ c 23,  17.1.1983. - 42  -
B E Q  U  B E M E N I  S 
1.  ORDINARY  REQUIREMENTS 
1991  1990  Out turn 
Article  HEADING  approps  approps  1989 
proposed  authorized 
CHAPTER  10 
I 
100  A~JITNISTRATIVE EXPENDITURE  5  5  5 
CHAPTER  10 - TOTAL  5  5  5 - 43  -
R E Q U  B E M E N I  S 
Article  Remarks 
100  1.  References  and  description 
Article  50  of  the  ECSC  Treaty; 
Article  20  of  the  Merger  Treaty; 
Council  Decision  of  21  November  1977;1 
ECSC  contribution  to  the  Commission's  administrative 
expenditure. 
2.  Type  of  expenditure 
Annual  payment  in  four  equal  quarterly  instalments. 
3.  Method  of  calculation  and  explanation  of  change 
The  Council  has  set  the  annual  amount  of  the  payment  at 
ECU  5  million. 
Percentage  change  1990-91:  0%. 
4.  Foreseeable  schedule  of  payments 
(ECU  million) 
Payments 
Commitments  Subsequent 
1990  1991  1992  1993  years 
Corrmi tments 
entered  into 
against  1989  and 
earlier  - - - - -
appropriations 
1990  approps  5  5  - - - - .. 
1991  approps  5  - 5  - - -
iOTAL  10  5  5  - - -
1oJ  L 306,  30.11.1977. 
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1991  1990  Out turn 
Article  HEADING  approps  approps  1989 
proposed  authorized 
CHAPTER  20 
200  AID  FOR  REDEPLOYMENT 
(Article  56)  130  184  193.1 
CHAPTER  20  - TOTAL  130  184  193.1 
=========== ============ F:=========== ' 
I 
.. 
I 
.. 
1 
Including  social  measures  in  connection  with  the  rationalization of  the 
coal  industry  (ECU  9.2 million)  (originally  Chapter  60). - 45  -
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Article  Remarks 
200  1.  References  and  description 
- Articles  50,· 56  and  95  (extension of  the  principle of 
replacement)  of  the  ECSC  Treaty; 
-Bilateral agreements  concluded  between  the  High  Authority/ 
Commission  and  the  Governments  of  the  Member  States. 
The  High  Authority/Commission  provides  non-repayable  aid 
towards: 
(i). the  payment  of  tideover  allowances  to  workers; 
Cii)  the  financing  of  allowances  to  workers  taking early 
retirement; 
<iii)  the  payment  of  resettlement  allowances  to  workers; 
<iv)  the  financing  of  vocational  retraining for  workers 
having  to  change  job. 
The  grant  of  the  aid  is conditional  upon  payment  by  the  Member 
State  concerned  of  a  special  contribution of  not  Less  than  the 
amount  of  that  aid.  The  average  ECSC  contribution per  worker 
is  subject  to an  overall  ceiling and  a  ceiling for  each 
standard  situation. 
2.  Type  of  expenditure 
Provision to subsidize the  expenditure  on  redeployment 
incurred  by  _the_  Member  States  according  to the  procedure  set 
out  in  the  bilateral  agreements. 
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1991  1990  Out turn 
Article  HEADING  approps  approps  1989 
proposed  authorized 
200  AID  FOR  REDEPLOYMENT  (cont'd) 
' 
.. Article 
200 
(cont'd) 
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3.  Method  of  calculation  and  explanation of  change 
In  1991  23  000  steelworkers  should  receive  traditional 
redeployment  aid. 
This  total  includes  workers  for  whom  the  measures  will  be 
implemented  between  1  January  1990  and  31  December  1991 
and  for  whom  requests  for  assistance  are  made  by 
30  September  1991. 
Most  of  the  job  Losses  will  be  in  the  German,  Italian 
and  Spanish  steel  industries. 
The  number  of  recipients  in  the  coal  industry  is  estimated 
at  around  30  000,  mainly  in  the  United  Kingdom,  but  also 
in  the  Federal  Republic  of  Germany  and  France  and,  to  a 
Lesser  extent,  Spain.  This  figure  includes  recipients  of 
aid  granted  to  the  coal  industry  under  Article  56(1)(c). 
In  view  of  the  ECU  3  000  ceiling,  the  traditional  aid 
required  for  1991  is estimated at  ECU  130  million. 
4.  Percentage  change  1990/91:  -29%. 
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1991  1990  Out turn 
Article  HEADING  approps  approps  1989 
proposed  authorized 
- .. 
200  AID  FOR  REDEPLOYMENT  (cont'd)  ·.  ;· 
' 
.. 
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Article  Remarks 
200  5.  Foreseeable  schedule  of  payments 
(cont'd) 
(ECU  million) 
Payments 
Commitments  Subsequent 
1990  '  1991  1992  1993  years 
Corrmitrrents  I  entered  in~ 
against  19  ard 
593,1  223,9  162,9  149  50  earlier  7..,3 
appropriations 
' 
1990  approps  ~84  - 25'  57  75  27 
130  - - 18  39  73 
1991  approps 
iOiAL  907,1  223,9  187,9  224  164  107,3  ,.. 
.. 
I 
·: 
1rncluding  former  Chapter  8.60  (ECU  9.2  million)  for  1989. - 50  -
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1991  1990  Out turn 
Article  HEADING  approps  approps  1989 
proposed  authorized 
CHAPTER  30 
AID  FOR  RESEARCH 
310  Steel  research  60  41  35.8  ' 
320  Coal  research  48  34  30.1 
330  Social  research  17  13  12.7 
CHAPTER  30  - TOTAL 
"125  88  78.6 
----------- ~=========== ===========  -----------
I 
.. Artic~e 
310 
320 
330 
\ 
- 51 
R E Q  U I  R E M E N T S 
Re~ar~s 
1.  References  and  description 
Articles 50  and  55  of  the  ECSC  Treaty 
The  High  Authority/Commission  is  required  to  encourage 
technical  and  economic  research  into  the  production  and 
increased  use  of  coal  and  steel  and  occupational  safety  in  the 
coal  and  steel  industries.  To  this  end  it grants  aid  to 
finance  research  after obtaining  the  opinion  of  the  ECSC 
Consultative  Committee  and  after  receiving  the  Council's 
assent. 
2.  Type  of  expenditure 
Provision  to  cover  repayment  of  a  proportion of  the  actual 
costs  of  research  projects  approved  by  the  High  Authority/ 
Commission.  In  most  cases,  the  aid  granted  amounts  to  60~ 
of  actual  costs,  or  between  40  and  sor.  for  pilot  and 
demonstration  projects.  The  industries  concerned  always  make 
a  substantial  financial  contribution. 
3.  Method  of  calculation  and  explanation of  change 
Percentage  change  1990-91:  +42%. 
The  grounds  for  the  aid  proposed  for  each  category  of  research 
(steel,  coal  and  social)  are  explained  in  the  following 
paragraphs. 
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1991  1990  Out turn 
Article  HEADING  approps  approps  1989 
proposed  authorized 
AID  FOR  RESEARCH  (cont'd) 
310  Steel  research  60  41  35.8 
r 
.. Article 
310 
Ccont'd) 
Steel  research 
Grounds 
R E Q  U 
- 53  -
R E M E N I  S 
Remarks 
As  stated  in  the  General  Objectives  Steel  1991-95,1  the 
technological  innovation  effort  must  be  continued  to  support 
and  increase  the  competitiveness  of  the  Community  steel 
industry  at  world  Level.  This  effort will  be  conducted  as 
follows  under  the  research  programme  and  the  programme  of 
pilot  and  demonstration  projects: 
2.1  Improvement  of quality  and  reduction  of  production  costs 
The  aim  is  to  refine  processes  and  develop  new  methods  in 
order  to  produce  goods  more  quickly,  more  efficiently and 
more  cheaply  by: 
2.1.1  reducing  production  time,  improving  the  technical 
reliability of  equipment,  improv~ng the quality of 
the  products  of  each  stage of  production; 
2.1.2  increasing  knowledge  of  the  metallurgical  phenomena 
connected  with  integrated processes  and  developing 
new  processes  to obtain better or  new  properties; 
2.1.3  continuing efforts to  save  raw  materials  and 
energy,  in particular  by  selecting  resources  and 
forms  of  energy  more  efficiently. 
2.2  Support  for  outlets on  traditional  markets  and  opening  of 
new  markets 
To  counteract  the  impact  of  the  replacement  of  steel  by 
rival  materials,  research  and  development  tend  to  refine 
the  properties  of  existing products  and  present  new 
products  which  are  currently  being  developed.  These 
measures  involve: 
1coMC90)  201  final. - 54  -
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1991  1990  Out turn 
Article  HEADING  approps  approps  1989 
proposed  authorized 
310  Steel  research  <cont'd) 
.. 
.. Article 
310 
(cont'd) 
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2.2.1  more  constant  and  reliable quality; 
2.2.2  development  of  new  uses  for  steel or  steel varieties; 
2.2.3  reduction  of  delivery  times  and  adequate  promotion  of 
new  products  among  customers. 
2.3  Adjustment  of  production  techniques  to  environmental 
protection 
Together  with  the  other  action  taken  by  the  Commission  to 
protect  the  environment,  the  steel  industry  must  continue 
and  even  increase its anti-pollution  measures.  The 
appropriations  for  ECSC  steeJ  research  in  1991  will  make  a 
substantial  contribution to  the  following  operations: 
2.3.1  research  projects  for  the development  of  new  clean 
technologies  for  the  production  and  utilization of 
steel; 
2.3.2  research  projects  into the  upgrading  of  by-products 
in order  to  reduce  the  amount  of  waste 
2.3.3  drafting of  a  coordinated  programme  <see  I  B 4 
above). 
A financial  contribution  from  the  ECSC  operating  budget 
for  1991  is proposed  for  the drafting of  this 
coordinated  programme  covering  the  coal  and  steel 
installations set  out  above;  this contribution  is  put  at 
ECU  2  million  for  the  steel  industry  and  ECU  0.5  million 
for  coking  plants  (see  remarks  to Article  320  below). 
Percentage  change  1990-91:  +46%. 
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I  1991  1990  Out turn 
Article  HEADING  approps  approps  1989 
proposed  authorized 
/ 
310  Steel  research  Ccont'd) 
\ 
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Article  Remarks 
4.  Foreseeable  schedule  of  payments 
(ECU  million) 
Payments 
Commitments  1990  1991  1992  1993  Subsequent 
years 
Commitments  entered 
'into against  1989  '\ 
ard earlier approps·  77.3  34 .. 7  23 .. 6  10.6  5.4  3 
1990  approps  41  4  12  10  9  6 
1991  apprqps  60  - 6  18  16  20 
TOTAL  178.3  38,7  41  .6  38.6  30.4  I  29 
I 
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1991  1990  Out turn 
Article  HEADING  approps  approps  1989 
proposed  authorized 
AID  FOR  RESEARCH  <cont'd) 
320  Coal  research  48  34  30.1 
\ 
.. 
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Article  Remarks 
320  Coal  research 
Grounds 
In  the  years  to  come  coal  will  face  two  major  problems  at  three 
different  Levels: 
1.  Production 
The  Community's  coal  industry will  very  probably  be  forced  to 
introduce  further  rationalization  in  this area  in  order  to: 
- improve  its economic  position; 
- cope  with  competition  from  other  energy  sources  and  from 
imported  coal; 
help  reduce  public  aids. 
To  achieve  this objective,  the  remaining  mines  will  have  to  be 
equipped  with  the  most  advanced  technology  for  coal  face 
operations  for  the  improvement  of  safety  and  working  conditions 
and  for  the  appropriate  management  of  operations. 
Research  activity will  therefore  have  to  be  stepped  up  and 
concentrated  on  the priorities set  out  in  the  Medium-term 
guidelines  for  coal  research  1990-95,1  viz: 
roadways  and  shafts; 
mine  gases,  ventilation,  climate; 
coal  winning  techniques; 
coal  face  infrastructure; 
modern  management  of  operations. 
2.  Market 
An  attempt  must  be  made  in  this  sector  to  preserve  traditional 
outlets  and  open  up  new  ones.  This  means  gearing  product 
quality  to  customers'  requirements  as  well  as  to  the  general 
rules  for  the  handling  of  stocks  and  environmental  protection. 
Research  will  have  to  concentrate  on  the  following  priorities 
set  out  in  the  medium-term  guidelines: 
- coal  preparation 
-metallurgical utilization of  coal  (coking). 
1oJ  c 52,  1.3.1989. 
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1991  1990  Out turn 
Article  HEADING  approps  approps  1989 
proposed  authorized 
320  Coal  research  (cont'd) 
' 
t 
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Article  Remarks 
320  3.  Utilization  and  the  environment 
(cont'd)  Finally,  as  regards  utilization,  the  main  problem  to  be  tackled 
is  that  of  harmful  emissions  <so2,  NOx,  co2,  etc.)  and  residues 
produced  when  coal  is burned  in  small  and  medium-sized 
installations  (the  Large  power  stations  are  covered  by  the 
non-nuclear  research  programme  JOULE).  Research  will  also  have 
to  develop  new  coal-based  products  for  a  wide  variety  of 
applications.  Research  activities  in  this  sector  must  therefore  , 
concentrate  on: 
- coal  combustion; 
- coal  upgrading  and  conversion, 
which  are  also  mentioned  in  the  medium-term  guidelines. 
The  Commission  will  also  be  studying  the question  of  the 
"best  available  technology"  for  coking  plants  so  that  it  can 
draw  up  a  coordinated  programme  to  combat  air pollution  (see 
I  B 4  above). 
Percentage  change  1990-91:  +41%. 
4.  Foreseeable  schedule  of  payments 
(ECU  million) 
Payrrents 
Coomitments  1990  1991  1992  1  9  9  31  SU:lsequent 
Commitments  entered 
years 
'into against  1989  I 
i 
and  earlier approps:  54 .. 2  24 .. 3  16.6 
I  7  .. 4  3,7  2  .. 2 
1990  approps  34  3,5  10  8  '7  5 .. 5 
1991  approps  48  - 4  15  12  17 
TOTAL 
136 "'  27 .. 8  30,6  30,4  22,7  24 .. 7 
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1991  1990  Out turn 
Article  HEADING  approps  approps  1989 
proposed  authorized 
AID  FOR  RESEARCH  (cont'd) 
330  Social  and  medical  research  17  13  12.7 
' 
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Article  Remarks 
330  Social  and  medical  research 
Grounds 
Social  and  medical  research  requirements  come  under  the 
research  programmes  previously  adopted  by  the  Commission: 
1.  technical  measures  to  combat  pollution at  the  workplace 
and  near  to  steelworks 
2.  medical  research 
3.  protection of  workers  against  occupational  hazards  in  the 
coal  and  steel  industries. 
As  a  result  of  the  encouraging  results  achieved  under  previous 
programmes,  the  representatives  of  the  coal  and  steel  industries 
and  of  coal  and  steel workers  who  are  consulted  on  the 
projects  have  called for  the  following  new  programmes  in  1990: 
1.  ergonomics  (sixth  programme); 
2.  industrial  health  in  coal  mines  (sixth  programme). 
These  social  and  medical  research  programmes,,  some  of  which 
have  been  carried out  for  several  years,  have  been  an 
indisputable  success,  as  both  sides  of  the  coal  and  steel 
industries  and  the  research  institutes  regularly  state. 
The  assessment  of  requirements  for  1991  is  based  on  these 
programmes  continuing  normally  and  takes  account  of 
foreseeable  limits  on  budget  funds. 
Percentage  change  1990-91:  +30%. 
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1991  1990  Out turn 
Article  HEADING  approps  approps  1989 
proposed  authorized 
330  Social  and  medical  research 
Ccont'd) 
' 
.. 
CHAPTER  30  - TOTAL  125  88  78.6 
==========  ===========  ============ 
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Article  Remarks 
330  4.  Foreseeable  schedule  of  payments 
<cont'd)  (ECU  million) 
Payments 
Commitments  1990  1991  1992  1993  Subsequent 
- - ___ years 
.commitments  entered 
'into against  1989  I 
" 
rand  earlier approps  28,8  13  8.8  4  2  1 
I 
; 
I 
1990  approps  13  1,5  5  4  2  I  0.-5 
"'  1991  approps  17  - 1 . 5  5  4  6.5 
I 
TOTAL  58.8  14,5  15-3  13  8  8 
.. - 66  -
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1991  1990  Out turn 
Article  HEADING  approps  approps  1989 
proposed  authorized 
CHAPTER  40 
AIDS  IN  THE  FORM  OF  INTEREST 
.. 
SUBSIDIES 
410  Interest  subsidies  on 
investment  Loans  12  10  0  ' 
420  Interest  subsidies  on 
conversion  Loans  75  58  60.7 
CHAPTER  40  - TOTAL  87  68  60.7 
==========  ===========  =========== 
.. - 67  -
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Article  Remarks 
410  1.  References  and  description 
420  Articles  54  (investment)  and  56(2)(a)  (conversion)  of  the 
ECSC  Treaty,  and  Decisions  of  the  High  Authority/Commission. 
The  ECSC  may  encourage  certain  investment  related  to  the 
production  or  consumption  of  Community  coal  or  steel  or  the 
redeployment  of  redundant  coal  and  steel  workers  in  ECSC 
employment  areas. 
2.  Type  of  expenditure 
Provision  for  offsetting part  of  the  interest  due  on  Loans 
disbursed  by  the  ECSC,  in  accordance  with  the  contracts 
drawn  up  between  the  Commission  and  the  beneficiaries: 
- direct  Loans:  to  firms  or  other private or  public  bodies; 
- global  loans:  to  banks  or  other  credit  institutions which 
onlend  the  ECSC  funds,  mainly  to  small  or  medium-sized 
businesses. 
3.  Method  of  calculation  and  explanation of  change 
The  rate  now  applied  is  3%  for  both  investment  loans  and 
conversion  Loans: 
The  term  of  all these  interest  subsidies  is five  years. 
4.  The  grounds  for  the  aids  proposed  for  each  category  of 
loan  are  explained  in  the  following  paragraphs. - 68  -
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1991  1990  Out turn 
Article  HEADING  approps  approps  1989 
proposed  authorized 
AIDS  IN  THE  FORM  OF  INTEREST 
SUBSIDIES  Ccont'd) 
410  Interest  subsidies  on 
investment  Loans  12  10  0 
' 
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Article  Remarks 
410  Interest  subsidies on  investment  Loans 
Grounds 
In  the  investment  field,  the  purpose  of  interest  subsidies  is to 
encourage  certain  types  of  investment  in  ECSC  industries. 
The  criteria for  granting  subsidies  cover  the  promotion  of  the 
consumption  of  Community  coal  produced  in  satisfactory 
.  d.  .  1  econom1c  con  1t1ons. 
In  the  steel  sector,  the  Commission  is  considering  the 
possibility under  the  general  objectives for  steel2  of  a 
system  of  interest  subsidies  for  investment  in  what  are 
considered  priority fields,  in particular environmental 
protection.  Because  of  Community  and  national  rules, 
companies  are  incurring  costs  in  this sector,  which  are 
steadily  increasing  in  relative  terms  (the  1991  estimate  is 
around  4%  of  total  investment  expenditure). 
The  Commission  will  apply  and  adapt  these  criteria  in  the 
Light  of  its assessment  of  priorities  and  the  appropriations 
available. 
Percentage  change  1990-91:  20%. 
1  20J  c 343,  31.12.1982. 
COM(9Q)  201  final. 
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1991  1990  Out turn 
Article  HEADING  approps  approps  1989 
proposed  authorized 
410  Interest  subsidies  on 
investment  Loans  (cont'd) 
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Article  Remarks 
410  4.  Foreseeable  schedule  of  payments 
<cont'd) 
(ECU  million) 
Payments 
'  Commitments  1990  1991  1992  1 9  9  3 I Subsequent 
! years 
Commitments  entered!  29.3  6,5  6  6  6  4.8  into against  1989  I 
ard earlier approps 
1990  approps  10  1  2  2  2  I  3 
' 
1991  approps  12  - 1 . 2  2.4 
..,  I  I 
~,~:  6 
I 
! 
TOTAL  51  . 3  7.5  9.2  10,4  1  c. 4\  13.8 
I 
I 
I 
: 
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1991  1990  Out turn 
Article  HEADING  approps  approps  1989 
proposed  authorized 
AIDS  IN  THE  FORM  OF  INTEREST 
SUBSIDIES  <cont'd) 
420  Interest  subsidies  on 
conversion  Loans  75  58  60.7 
\ 
; 
.. • 
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Article  Remarks 
420  Interest  subsidies  on  conversion  Loans 
Grounds 
Conversion  Loans  with  interest  subsidies  are  granted  to  firms 
or  public  bodies  which  encourage  investments  creating  new  jobs 
in  regions  hit  by  declining  economic  activity,  principally 
in  the  coal  and  steel  industries. 
The  guidelines  drawn  up  by  the  Commission  for  granting 
conversion  Loans  were  first  published  in  1977.  They  have  since 
been  changed  a  number  of  times. 
The  Latest  version  was  adopted  by  the  Commission  on 
19  July  1990~  The  new  operating  rules  will  gradually  allow 
simplified  application  of  these  Loans  under  the  Regional  Fund 
programmes. 
They  also harmonize  the  conditions  firms  have  to  satisfy to 
obtain  an  interest  subsidy  by  eliminating  some  of  the  former 
specifications which  made  calculation of  these  subsidies 
relatively  complicated. 
Although  it will  earmark  most  of  its budgetary  funds  for  the 
promotion  of  productive  investment  in  small  and  medium-sized 
business,  the  Commission  expects  that  it will  have  to  meet  a 
growing  demand  for  loans  bearing  interest  subsidies  granted 
directly  to  Larger  firms  for  major  investments  in  new  economic 
activities. 
At  present,  it is estimated  that  application of  the  RECHAR 
programme  between  1990  and  1993  will  in  itself  require  some 
ECU  30  million  a  year  for  interest  subsidies  on  ECSC  loans~ 
Percentage  change  1990-91:  +29%. 
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1991  1990  Out turn 
Article  HEADING  approps  approps  1989 
proposed  authorized 
420  Interest  subsidies  on 
(cont'd)  conversion  Loans  (cont'd) 
\ 
: 
CHAPTER  40  - TOTAL  87  68  60.7 
=========== !============ ============ 
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Article  Remarks 
420  4.  Foreseeable  schedule  of  payments 
<cont'd)  (ECU  million) 
Payments 
Corrmitments  1990  1991  1992  1 oo- ,  ,  .)  Subsequent 
years 
Commitments  enter~ 
·into against  1989 
and earlier approps  231,2  so  48  48  45  40,2  ' 
1990  approps  58  5,8  11  11  11  19 .. 2 
1991  approps  75  - 8  .  15  15  37 
TOT.AL  359,2  55 .. 8  67  74  7'!  96.4 
: 
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1991  1990  Out turn 
Article  HEADING  approps  approps  1989 
proposed  authorized 
CHAPTER  50 
500  SOCIAL  MEASURES  IN  C~ECTION 
WITH  THE  RESTRUCTIJRII\G  OF  THE 
STEa  INDUSTRY  20  50  75 I 
•  I 
! 
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Article 
500  1.  References  and  desc~iption 
\ 
To  supplement  the  traditional  aids  covered  by  Chapter  8.20,  this 
chapter  contains  the  followring  social  support  measures  in 
connection  with  the  restructuring  of  the  steel  industry: 
- aid  for  early  retirement; 
- ai~ for  employment  premiums. 
2.  Type  of  expenditure 
Provision  to  cover  the  Community's  contribution  to  expenditure 
on  the  measures  in  the  additional  programme  under  the  conditions 
laid  down  for  each  Member  State  in  accordance  with  common 
criteria applicable  to  ~he Community  as  a  whole. 
3.  Method  of  calculation and  explanation of  change 
The  Commission  estimates  that  some  SO  CDJ  ~rkers will  receive 
assistance  under  the  additional  programme  between  1988  and  1991. 
In  vie~ of  the  average  cost  per  worker  of  the  two  types  d~ aid 
(early  ~etirement and  reintegration  premiums),  the  cost  of  this 
programme  has  been  estimated  at  ECU,  150  miLL ion  over  four  years, 
including  ECU  20  miLl ion  for 1991.  ' 
\ 
Percentage change  19SQ-91:  -(:J.]Io. 
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i 
1991  19SU  Out turn 
Article  Heaoing  approps  approps  1989 
proposed  authorized 
I 
500  SOCIAL  MEASURES  IN  CONNECTION 
WITH  THE  RESTRUCTURING  OF  THE  ' 
I  STEEL  INDUSTRY  <cont'd) 
I 
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Article  Remarks 
500  4.  Foreseeable  schedule  of  pa~nents 
(cont'd)  ECU  milL ion 
Payrrents 
-
Corrmitments  1990  1991  1992  1 9 9 31 SubseQ.Jent 
years 
Corrmitments  1 
entered  into  '  against  1989  and  95.7  67  25  3.7  - - \ 
earlier approps 
\ 
1m approps  so  - 18  20  10  2 
. 1991  approps_  20  - - . 7  8  5 
.. 
TOTAL  165.7  67  43  30.7  18  I  7 
I 
I 
I 
..  .. -80-
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1991  1990 
ArticLe  Heading  approps  approps 
proposed  authorized 
I 
CHAPTER  60 
600  SOCIAL  MEASURES  IN  CONNECTION 
WITH  THE  RESTRUCTURING  OF  THE 
I  COAL  INDUSTRY  <RECHAR)  40  ~  40 
I 
.lo•  I 
I 
l 
I  "'  i 
I 
I 
l 
I 
.. 
!  . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I  ~ 
I 
i 
I 
i  '  .. 
I 
..  ,, 
!  i' 
I 
i 
I 
I  .. 
I 
l 
! 
- ! 
i 
1 Chapter  60 of  the  1989 budget  contained  an  allocation of  ECU  9.2 million to finance 
social measures  in  connection  with  the  rationalization of  the coal  industry;  in this 
aide-metroire  this appropriation  is contained  in  Chapter  20:  ECU  183.9 million+ 
ECU  9.2 million= 193.1  million. 
Out~urn 
1989  . 
' 
-
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Article  Remarks 
600  1.  References  and  description 
The  Commission  has  decided  to  implement  the  RECHAR 
programme  which  includes  social  measures  to  mitigate  the 
effects of  restructuring  and  rationalization  in  the  coal 
industry  by  redirecting  and  reinforcing existing support 
measures. 
To  supplement  the  traditional aids  covered  by  Chapter  8.20, 
this  chapter  contains: 
- aid  for  training  (traditional or  basic  preliminary 
training); 
- aid  for  moving  to  a  new  job; 
- aid  for  early  retirement. 
2.  Type  of  expenditure 
Provision  to  cover  the  Community's  contribution  to 
expenditure  on  the  measures  in  this  programme,  up  to  the 
limit  of  an  average  of  ECU  3  000  for  each  worker. 
3.  Method  of  calculation and  explanation of  change 
On  the  basis  of  the  estimate of  the  number  of  recipients 
and  the  average  cost  per  worker,  ECU  38  million  will  be 
required  in  1991. 
- Percentage  change  1990-91:  0%. 
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1991  :1990  Outtur:n 
Article  HEADING  approps  approps  1989 
proposed  authorized 
600  SOCIAL  MEASURES  IN  CONNECTION 
WITH  THE  RESTRUCTURING  OF  THE 
COAL  INDUSTRY  <cont'd)  - - -
CHAPTER  60  - TOTAL  40  40  -
~========= ============ ============ 
REQUIREMENTS  - TOTAL  407  435  456.7 
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REQUIREIY1ENTS 
Article  Remarks  J 
600  4.  Fore$eeable  schedule of payments 
<cont'd)  ECU  million 
Payrrents 
Corrmitments  1990  1991  1992  1 9 9 3 ! Slbseq.Jent 
I  years 
Corrmi tments  entered. 
into against  1989  ~ 
and earlier approps  1 . 5  1 . 5  - - - -
\ 
1m approps  40  - 5  15  1 5  5  \ 
1991  approps  1  411  - -
..,7 
: .  .~  i  ~~  11 
I 
16  &1  .5  1 . 5  5  2 ,, 
-·~I  I  TOT.AL  -·~ 
I 
I 
I 
.. .. - 84  -- 85  -
2.  REQUIREMENTS  NOT  ENTERED  IN  THE  BUDGET 
Over  and  above  the  requirements  to  be  financed  by  non-repayable  grants 
from  the year's  resources  are  the  measures  to finance  workers'  housing 
which  the  ECSC  has  operated  since  1954.  Forecasts  for  this  programme 
are  included  in  this  aide-memoire  to  complete  the  picture  of  all  ECSC 
operations  for  Parliament  and  the  Consultative  Committee. 
2.  1  References  and  desc ri pt ion 
Article 54  and  Decisions  of  the  High  Authority/Commission  assigning to the 
housing  prograrrmes  ft.rds  from  the "special  reserve"  constituted by  interest from 
investments  and  loans  against  own  funds. 
ECSC  intervention  takes  the  form  of  reduce9-interest  loans,  and  eases  the 
cost  of  financing  housing  by  adding  the  funds  Lent  by  the  ECSC  to  resources 
provided  nationally  Cin  some  cases  ECSC  loans  from  its own  funds  are 
supplemented  by  funds  raised  on  the  capital markets). 
2.2  Type  of  expenditure 
Grant  of  Long-term  Loans  at  1X  interest to the  responsible  national  bodies 
or other  financial  institutions. 
The  eleventh  progranme  covering  a four-year  period  (1989-92)  provides  ECU  48  milL ion 
in  own  funds  taken  from  the special  reserve or the  former  ECSC  pensions  fund  and  a 
maxirrun  of  ECU  120  miLl ion  in  Loans  raised where  necessary  on  the  financial markets. 
This  programne  is now  being  irrplemented. 
Presentation of  this programme  in  the  annual  budget  tables  proposes  four 
instalaents of  ECU  12  million. 
2.3  Objectives 
The  objectives  of  the  programme  are  as follows: 
- to satisfy the  housing  requirements  of  a  workforce  that  is getting 
younger  and  younger; 
to  guarantee  an  adequate  quality of  housing; 
to  ease  the  restructuring process  by  catering  for  the  social  consequences. 
At  31  December  1989  ECSC  loans  for  workers•  housing  totalled ecu  511.1  million 
and  some  199 600  dwellings  had  been  subsidized  • 
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1991  19SD  I  Outtur~ 
Article  Heading  a;>props  approps  1989 
proposed  authorized  ' 
CHAPTER  10 
CURRENT  RESOURCES 
' 
110  Levies  184  172  165.7 
l  . 
120  I  Net  2alance  from  previous  year  131  139  156 
I 
130  Fines  and  surcharges  for  Late 
p~yment  2  14  52.2 
140  M·l see L  Laneous  p.m.  p.m.  0 
\ 
I 
'  , 
CHAPTER  10  - TOTAL  317  325  373.9  I 
I  ... 
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The  information  on  each  of  these articles  (references  and 
description  - type of  resource  - method  of  calculation and 
I 
explanation of  change '1990/91)  is presented  below. - 88  -
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Article  Heading 
CHAPTER  10 
CURRE!\!T  RESOURCES 
110  I )•  . 
Lev1es 
I 
.  I 
l  • 
I 
, 
I 
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1991  1990 
ai)props  approps 
proposed  authorized 
I  '· 
184  172  .,. 
-
Out turn 
1989 
165.7 
.. 
., 
I 
' 
-
' \ 
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110  1.  References  and  ~escription 
-Articles 49  and,50  of  the  ECSC  Treaty 
- Decision  2/52  of  23  December  1952. 
The  levies  are  calculated on  the  basis of  a  fixed  scale  per 
tonne  which  is decided  each  financial  year  by  the  Commission  and 
published  in  the  Official  Jo~rnal.  In  accordance  with  the 
Commission  Decision of  11  April  1983,1  the  reference  period  used 
to  calculate the  average  values  which  serve  as  a  basis  for 
calculating  the  Levy  for  1991  will  be  the  1989  calendar year. 
2.  Type  of  resource 
Levy  resources  are  duly  established entitlements  in the  form  of  . 
levies  payable on  output  in the 1991  financial  year  and  calculated 
on  the  basis  of  the  production declarations  made  by  the 
I  undertakings. 
I 
I  . 3.  Method  of  calculation and  explanation of  change 
I'  The  latest estimates of  the  average  values  which~erve as  the 
basis  for  calculating the  levies  suggest  that  the  figures  for 
1991,which  relate to the  reference  period  from  1  January  to 
31  December  1989,  will  be  some  8X  higher  for  steel  and  2.4% 
higher  for  coal  than  the  figures  for 1990.  However,  as  with  the 
figures  for  the  foreseeable  volume  of  Leviable  production,  there 
is  an  appreciable  margin  of  uncertainty  because  all the  requisite 
data  are  not  yet  available. 
-----·---··-·· ·--·------------------------
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Article  Heading 
CURRENT  RESOURCES  Ccont'd) 
120  Net  ba Lance  from  previous  year 
• 
' 
·. 
~ 
I 
\"' 
I 
-·----· 
1991  1990 
approp~  a::>props 
proposed  authorized 
131  139 
~ 
~ 
Out turn 
1989 
52.2 
.. 
I 
-I J  Art1cle  ·j 
120 
\ 
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Remarks 
1.  References  and  description 
Under  its  Decision  of  30  April..; 1975,  the  Commission  enters  in  the 
budget  the  net  balance  from  the  previous  financial  year,  i.e. 
the  surplus  from  financial  and,budgetary  operations,  less  any 
provision  and  allocation  to  the  reserves. 
2.  Type  of  resource 
The  net  balance  from  1990  will  be  determined  when  the  Commission 
adopts  the  balance  sheet  at  31  December  1990. 
3.  Method  of  calculation and  explanation of  change 
The  figure  of  ECU  131  million is the  current  estimate of  the 
balance  which  will  be  used  to produce  the  balance  sheet  at 
31  December  1990. 
Percentage  change 1990-91:  -5.8%. - 92 
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1991  1990  Out turn 
Article  Heaciing  a;:>prop~  a;Jprops  1989 
proposed  authorized 
~ 
CURRENT  RESOURCES  (cont'd) 
130  Fines  and  '  surcharges  for  Late 
payment  2  14  52.2 
:lt• 
~ 
\ 
I 
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Article  Remarks 
130  1.  References  and  description 
Fines  and  penalties  imposed  by  the  Commission  under 
Articles  47,  58  and  60  of  the  ECSC  Treaty  (mainly). 
2.  Type  of  resource 
From  an  accounting  point  of  view,  revenue  from  fines 
imposed  by  the  Commission  under  Article  58  of  the 
ECSC  Treaty  should  be  regarded  as  deferred  resources, 
in  view  of  the  appeals  made·  to  the  Court  of  Justice. 
For  this  reason  only  payments  expected  in  the  course  of 
the  financial  year  are  entered  as  budgetary  resources. 
3.  Method  of  calculation  and  explanation of  change 
On  the  basis  of  the  agreements  reached  or still to  be 
reached  in  certain disputed  cases,  it is  proposed  that 
ECU  2  million  be  entered  under  this  heading. 
Percentage  change  1990-91:  -85.7%. - 94  -
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1991  1990  Out turn 
Article  HeC~oing  a;:>?rop$  a!)::> raps  1989 
proposed  authorized 
CURRENT  RESOURCES  (cont'd)  --
140  Miscellaneous  p.m.  p.m.  0 
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This  article,  carrying  ~  token  entry,  allows  miscellaneous 
revenue  to  be  entered as  resources  for the financial  year. - 96  -
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Article  Heao  ·; ng 
-
CHAPTER  20: 
200  CANCELLATION  OF 
TO  BE  IMPLEMENTE 
COMMITMENTS  UNLIKELY 
D 
. 
CHAPTER  20  - TOTtAL 
i' 
' 
--·----------- _  .. _._ 
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1991  19SD  Out turn 
a;:>::>rop~  a::>::>rops  1989 
proposed  authorized 
' 
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~le 
~eu1arks 
200  1.  References  and  description 
The  Commission's  Internal  Rules  for  the  drawing  up  and 
implementation  of  the  ECSC  operating  budget  state that,  once  all 
parties  have  discharged their obligations  under  a  commitment, 
any  remaining  part  of  the  provision  will  be  cancelled. 
Any  remaining  part  of  a  provision  for  a  contract  or  agreement 
for  which  obligations  have  not  been  satisfied  in  accordance 
with  the  contractual  requirements  may  also  be  cancelled  in  full 
or  in  part.  The  amounts  thus  released  become  available  again 
as  resources  for  the  current  financial  year. 
2.  Type  of  resource 
The  estimate  shown  in this  chapter  relates  to  normal 
cancellations  involving  redeployment  and  interest  subsidies  on 
investment  and  conversion  Loans.  Only  a  token  entry  would  be 
needed  for  the  other  items  which  might  be  involved  (cancellation 
ot balances  remaining  in  respect  of  completed  resear;h  contracts, 
etc.). 
3.  Method  of  calculation and  explanation of  change 
It  is difficult  to estimate  the  rate of  cancellation  as  it 
depends  on  several  factors,  such  as  negotiations  with  the 
governments  concerned.  The  estimated  figure  of  ECU  30  million 
for 1991  reflects  the  normal  rate  in  accordance  with  the 
Commission  Decision  of  19  July  1989.  The  substantial 
reduction  compared  with  1990  is due  to  the  particularly 
high  figure  that  year  as  a  result  of  a  purge  started 
one  year  ago. 
The  effects will  gradually disappear. 
Percentage  change  1990-91:  -50%. 
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Article  Heading 
CHAPTER  30 
300  RESOURCES  FROM  THE  PREVIOUS  YEAR 
NOT  USED 
I  ~· 
CHAPTER  30  - TO~Al 
1991  1990  Outturn 
approp~  a!J;J rops  1  1989 
proposed  authorized 
53  p.m.  11.7 
53  p.m.  11.7 
\  ~::::::::::::::::::::·:::::::::: 
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• 
Article  Remarks 
300  The l:aJ.ance of the previous year's appropriatioilS which 
a.re not used or not commi ttei is entere1 in this article. 
The current forecasts (July 1990) for 1990  suggE~t that 
there will be an unuse1 h3J.a.nce  of JDJ 53 million,  broken 
down as follows: 
- forecast of net 1989 l:aJ.ance  (R. 1. 2) increasa:I. from 
EOJ  139 million to EOJ  2C6 million 
(up by EOJ  67 million) ; 
- forecast of unusa:l resources (surplus) in 1990 (R.3): 
EOJ  44 million (up by EOJ 44 million) ; 
- forecast of revenue from  fines  (R. 1.  3) redu.ce:l  from 
EOJ  14 million to IDJ 6  million (down by ID1  H million) ; 
- forecast of exceptiona.l revenue for social mecasures  in 
the steel sector (R. 6) now dropped 
(down by 000'  50 million) . 
• -1oo-
RESOURCES 
1001  1990  OUt turn 
Article  Heading  approps  approps  1989 
auth.orizei  auth.ori~~ei 
CffAFI'ER  40 
400  EXC.to.;!-"'''ONAL  REVENUE  MADE 
AYAII.eEI,E  FUR  SCCIAL  MEASURES 
m mmwriON WITH  THE 
RESTRUC'.I'UR]N";  QF  THE  CDAL  AND 
fiTERT·  lliDJSTRIES  p.m.  50  p.m. 
CHAPrER  40 - '!OI'AL  p.m.  50  p.m. 
r"======--==================--========-· 
• 
*  Source:  ca.ncella  tions a.rxl,  if necessary,  advances  from  EXJSG  reserves. 
;.. Article 
400 
a 
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RESOURCES 
Remarks 
This chapter,  carrying a  taken entry, will ac:x:xlrmtcxia.  te, 
as resources for the financia.l year a:rq amonnt  ~Thich 
cannot be covera:i by the ~'  s  current resources ani 
which is :nea:ia:i  to cover-social support measure£;  in 
connection w1 th restructuring of the coal ani steel 
in:lustries. -102-
RESOURCES 
1991  1990  Outturn 
Article  HEXlding  approps  approp;  1989 
authorizei authori~~ 
CHAPrER  50 
500  OONTINGENCY  RESERVE  7  p.m.  p.m. 
CHAPI'ER  50 - 'IUI'AL  7  p.m.  p.m. 
============================ 
RESOURCES  - 'IUI'AL  407  I  435  I 456.7 
t======================================= 
• -103-
RESOURCES 
Article  Remarks 
500  In the l:ala.nce sheet at  .  31  December  1989  the contingency 
reserve contains IDJ 70 million - EOJ  20 million for 
short-term re:ruirements ani IDJ 50 million for the 
financing of longer-term priority measures 
(see  I  c 2  above). 
The amount  ava  11 ahle for 1991  will be fixe:l whon the 
Commission adopts the EXJSC  l:ala.nce sheet at 
31  December  1990. 
Accordi.ng to current forecasts,  IDJ 7 million '17ill be 
taken from  the reserve for short-term re:ruirements in 
order to baJ.a.nce  the 1991  opera  t.1ng buget. -104-
RESOURCES 
2.  RE00URCES  FOR  R.EQJIREMENTS  NQl'  ENTERED  m THE  BU1XiET 
Fun1s to cover rarull'ements for the COMtruction of workers'  h.ousing a.re 
obta.inei from: 
resources availa.ble for this in the former  ECSC  pension fun:i; 
resources in the speciaJ. reserve. 
These resources a.re  made  up of the repayments of loans already made  ani 
fresh appropriatioM aJ.loca.te1 to the speciaJ. reserve.  ThE~ 
IDJ 12 million in repayments  estima.te:l for  1991  should be Emough  to 
cover loans to be financei in 1991. 
3.  BALANCE  OF  RES0JRCES  AYATIAHr.E  FOR  1991 
Since the yield of a  levy rate of 0.01% has been estima:tOO. at mJ 5.94% 
million,  levies should bring in mJ 184 million,  assumi.ng that the rate 
remains at 0.31%. 
The estima.  tes of tradi  tiona.l resources other than levies amount  to 
IDJ 223 million (net .b3.la.nce  from previous year:  IDJ 131 m:Lllion; 
fines:  mJ 2  million;  ca.ncellatioM:  mJ 30 million;  resources from  1990 
not usai:  IDJ 53 million;  drawings on contingency reserve: 
IDJ 7  million) . 
The total ordina.ry resources ava1 1 ab1 e  for 1991 are thus estima.te:l at  • 
IDJ 407 million. R
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